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There’s no denying a classic. An updated twist on vintage 

style provides a window into the past that also faces 

the future. Inspired by the simplicity of mid-century 

design, the Coitere collection proves that structured 

yet easygoing design is truly timeless. Form meets 

function in this geometric collection, featuring solid base 

construction and oversized drawer pulls that evoke the 

style of contemporary architecture. Combining light 

wood with woven fabric accents in an organic palette 

of warm neutrals, this collection delivers modern 

bungalow style at its best. Experience the relaxation and 

sophistication this collection has to offer. A fresh take on 

an iconic style delivers a unique look in a class of its own.

299Cotiere
COLLECTION
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COLLECTION



MIRROR
SKU: 299120-2349

PETITE  
NIGHTSTAND
SKU: 299141-2349

SIDE CHAIR 
SKU: 299202-2349

PANEL BED 
SKU: 299126-2349

DRAWER CHEST  
SKU:299150-2349

SIDE CHAIR
SKU: 299204-2349

DRESSER
SKU: 299130-2349

SINGLE BENCH
SKU: 299174-2349

DINING TABLE 
SKU: 299220-2349

NIGHTSTAND
SKU: 299140-2349

DOUBLE BENCH
SKU: 299149-2349

ROUND DINING 
TABLE

SKU: 299225-000154

the cotiere 
COLLECTION
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ETAGERE 
SKU: 299401-2349

ENTERTAINMENT 
CONSOLE

SKU: 299423-2349

BUNCHING  
COCKTAIL TABLES

SKU:299362-1243

SIDEBOARD
SKU: 299251-2349

GLASS TOP 
DINING TABLE
SKU: 299221-2349

ROUND END 
TABLE

SKU: 299303-0001

BUNCHING END 
TABLES

SKU: 299365-1243

ROUND END 
TABLE

SKU:299383-0021
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MIRROR 
SKU: 299120-2349

The bold geometry of the Coitere 
Mirror frame is subtly softened 
by the addition of warm neutral 
woven fabric, providing a perfect 

complement to this casually stylish 
collection. Refined beveled glass 
accents the angular grace of this 
piece, reflecting the mid century 
modern-influenced aesthetic of 

this style.

PANEL BED 
SKU: 299126-2349

Form complements function 
beautifully in this modern panel 

bed, showcasing a solid base 
frame in a warm neutral finish 

highlighted by woven fabric 
upholstery. Reminiscent of 

strikingly geometric mid century 
architecture, the headboard and 
frame present vintage-inspired 

style with modern appeal.
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Inspired by the straightforward, clean 
lines of mid century design, the eight 
drawer Coitere Dresser pays homage 
to the solidity and presence of classic 
architecture. Combining light wood 
with woven fabric accents in an organic 
palette of warm neutrals, this dresser 
delivers contemporary simplicity with 
ample storage space.

DRESSER
SKU: 299130-2349
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GLASS TOP  
DINING TABLE
SKU: 299221-2349

Make your dining room the center 
of attention with this boldly 

constructed table. A rectangular 
central column crafted from 

parawood solids wrapped in woven 
fabric rises from the floor like 

modern architecture, supporting 
an 82” glass top that’s generously 

proportioned enough for everything 
from family meals to dinner party 

entertaining.

SIDEBOARD
SKU: 299251-2349

Behind this beautiful facade, this 
sideboard offers versatile storage 
that provides plenty of space for 

all your essential items. Organically 
inspired style defines this piece, 
from the striking inset terrazzo 

stone top to the intriguing texture 
of its woven fronts. Behind the 
two sliding doors are versatile 

adjustable shelves and drawers 
with silver lining.
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SINGLE BENCH
SKU: 299174-2349

Have a seat anywhere you like. 
This stylish bench provides 

convenient seating anywhere 
you place it, from the living 

room to the hallway or 
bedroom. An angular slatted 

base finished in white oak 
veneer adds an eye-catching 

element of mid century-inspired 
design in a relatively compact 

footprint that suits spaces  
of all sizes.

DOUBLE BENCH 
SKU: 299149-2349

Seating makes a statement with 
this double bench, blending bold 
modern geometry with organic 

textures that soften the look 
with vintage-inspired style. A 

striking slatted base in a double-X 
design supports a finely tailored 

upholstered seat, creating a piece 
that stands out anywhere from 
the living room to the bedroom.



This side dining chair from the 
Cotiere collection is inspired by 
updated mid century modern 
design, from its tapered legs to 
the back featuring a pair of broad 
vertical supports. Crafted from 
parawood solids and ash veneers 
in a light gray shale tone, the 
chair is finished in a finely tailored 
neutral fabric, complete with a 
fully upholstered back cushion for 
maximum comfort.

SIDE CHAIR
SKU: 299202-2349
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This upholstered dining chair 
draws inspiration from classic 
design, from its streamlined 
spindle back to the elegantly 
tapered legs with a subtle mid 
century influence. Crafted 
from parawood solids and ash 
veneers in a light gray shale 
tone, the chair is comfortably 
finished with an upholstered 
seat in finely tailored linen 
blend fabric.
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SIDE CHAIR
SKU: 299204-2349
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DINING TABLE
SKU: 299220-2349

Structure is the essence of 
design, and the eye-catching 
Cotiere dining table perfectly 
blends geometric form with 

simple modern function. 
Crafted from parawood solids 
with a white oak veneer, the 
table’s X-shaped base draws 

inspiration from architecture, 
leading upwards to a simple 

and generously proportioned 
96” top.

ROUND DINING 
TABLE

SKU: 299225-000154

You’ll see things more clearly with 
this round dining table featuring 
a sleek glass top. At 54”, it packs 
an attention-grabbing amount 
of contemporary style into a 
relatively compact footprint. 

Below the glass surface, the base 
of this table takes center stage, 

featuring a striking modern 
hourglass shape finished in a 

Danish cord wrapped base that 
adds texture and interest.
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NIGHTSTAND 
SKU: 299140-2349

The bold geometry of the 
Coitere collection represents the 
perfect intersection of form and 

function, seen here in a solid 
base nightstand with oversized 

drawer pulls that evokes the style 
of contemporary architecture. 
Combining three light wood 

drawers with woven fabric fronts, 
this nightstand delivers modern 

bungalow style at its best.

PETITE  
NIGHTSTAND 
SKU: 299141-2349

Sweet dreams are made of this...
say goodnight every evening with 

this petite nightstand next to 
the bed holding all of life’s little 

necessities. This streamlined one-
drawer nightstand offers plenty 

of storage space for bedside 
accessories, as well as an open 

lower shelf for larger items. Light 
wood and clean modern lines give 
this petite piece universal appeal 
that complements many styles.
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This set of nesting tables presents 
a scaled-down version of our set 
of iconic cocktail tables. This pair 
of tables contrasts wood and 
terrazzo stone tops, in rounded 
vintage-inspired forms that add a 
touch of soothing, organic style. 
Bronze finish metal bases finish 
this set of tables with a breezy, 
open aesthetic.
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BUNCHING 
END TABLES

SKU: 299365-1243
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ROUND END TABLE
SKU: 299383-0021

 This round end table will turn 
heads in any space, providing 
a striking complement to your 
sofa or chairs. Fashioned from 

terrazzo stone, it features a 
rounded pedestal shape with a 
simple circular top, presenting 
your lamps or other decorative 

accessories like pieces of 
contemporary art.  

ROUND END TABLE
SKU: 299303-0001

Time is on your side. This compact 
round end table features a 

modern hourglass-inspired shape 
finished in a Danish cord wrapped 

base that adds texture and 
interest. Drawing inspiration from 
iconic mid century design, it also 

offers enough contemporary edge 
to complement any space.
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BUNCHING  
COCKTAIL TABLES

SKU:299362-1243

Two surfaces are better than 
one. This set of nesting cocktail 

tables contrasts wood and 
terrazzo stone tops, in rounded 
vintage-inspired forms that are 

sure to be the centerpiece of 
any living space. Bronze finish 
metal bases finish this set of 
tables in an airy, open style.

ETAGERE
SKU: 299401-2349

Make a statement with your 
storage with a soaring 80” 

etagere that’s sure to become 
the centerpiece of any room. 

This piece presents five shelves 
against a back panel wrapped in 
woven fabric, attracting attention 

without overwhelming the 
space with its subtle white oak 
veneer and breezy open-sided 

construction. 



ENTERTAINMENT 
CONSOLE 

SKU: 299423-2349
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Where the best of 
vintage design meets 
contemporary style, 
inspiration is born. Four 
doors wrapped in woven 
fabric evokes the look 
of organic mid century 
influence, revealing 
versatile adjustable 
shelves. The open shelf 
compartment brings 
a touch of modern 
convenience, providing 
space for living room 
essentials and wire 
management for devices. 
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TOP PERFORMING COLLECTIONS


